BUILD TRANSFORMATIVE ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS AND ACHIEVE GREATER AUTOMATION USING APPIAN & UIPATH

CHALLENGE:
Many organizations are stuck with a portfolio of legacy technologies and complex business processes that slow them down.

SOLUTION:
UiPath and Appian have partnered to enable rapid digital transformation for such organizations.

1. TRANSFORM YOUR BUSINESS OPERATIONS AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE WITHOUT INVASIVE INTEGRATION PROJECTS.
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RPA
UiPath’s Digital Workforce performs tasks in the end-to-end process.

2. ACHIEVE SEAMLESS COLLABORATION BETWEEN THE VIRTUAL WORKFORCE AND THE HUMAN WORKFORCE
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UnionBank is one of the largest banks in the Philippines. Using Appian and UiPath, they deployed 400+ processes and accelerated process times by 300%. Their mortgage loan origination and approval time reduced from 2 weeks to 5 minutes. The bank achieved 97% digitization from 5% digitization within 2 years.

For more information please email RPA@Appian.com